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In the Round Table in Sept 27th 2019, the topic of resilience and vulnerability was presented, along 

with a discussion of the concept of resilience. In the following, some remarks on this topic are elabo-

rated, out of the NGO MEN VIA that does victim support for male victims of THB. It was pointed out 

that resilience is generally understood as “positive adaption” or “competent functioning” of the indi-

vidual in the face of stressful or adverse situations. Resilience is commonly defined as the ability to re-

establish “normal functioning” after traumatizing experiences and to keep up “normal functioning” in 

spite of adverse circumstances (Knoll, Scholz & Rieckmann, 2013: 128).  

In this context, research and empirical analysis are looking for resilience-factors that enable individu-

als to cope with stressful, adverse or traumatic situations in a “positive” and resilient way. For exam-

ple, following factors on the level of individual behaviour and individual attitudes are defined as foster-

ing resilience:  optimism; hope; activity; positive self-esteem, self-efficacy, which includes the believe 

and the experience that one can change the situation by one’s own activity; active engagement for 

one’s own goals; ability to have or get social support by others; active and realistic problem-solving 

patterns, just to describe some of the typical resilience-factors, that are often mentioned (e.g. Bengel 

& Lyssenko, 2012: 44–92).  

Although it makes sense to think about these resilience-factors and how they can be fostered, there is 

a trap when they are misunderstood individualistically as fixed, life-long and never changing personal-

ity-traits, that some people possess and others don’t. Especially some of the older discussion on resili-

ence suggested such misleading views. The well-known German trauma-experts Fischer & Riedesser 

(2003: 147) describe, that these views in its extreme forms have even led to the fantasmatic idea of  

an “invulnerable personality”, that is able to go through any stress without taking any harm. The dan-

gers of such views are clear: It might lead to ignorance for harmful and stressful situations, to 



  

 

 

 

 

 

bagatilization of violence and as a consequence it might appear 

obsolete to change inhuman living-conditions.  

Luckily, such extreme positions are not promoted any more to-

day, which by the way is also true for many other former ex-

treme standpoints in psychology or psychotherapy as well. To-

day, resilience is largely perceived as relational, dynamic and changing over time and situations. Resili-

ence-factors are seen as developed and maintained by manifold interactions between the individual, 

its life-conditions and lager frameworks of societies (e.g. Bengel & Lyssenko, 2012: 24-28). This means, 

resilience does not only develop “within” the induvial, but also can grow, when life-conditions change 

positively or when social support and social recognition are experienced. All these elements interact 

with each      

other. A modern and balanced concept of resilience therefore takes into account this multi-dimen-

sional approach.  

But still we always need to be careful and be aware of individalistic traps, when talking about resili-

ence, so that we do not overlook the conditions, under which individuals live, and but too much pres-

sure and responsibility on the individuals. Otherwise it might easily happen, that we start to blame 

people and blame victims, why they do not have enough initiative and capacity to change their ad-

verse situation by themselves.  

Especially, these reflections are true for Victims of THB and need to be taken into account in the 

framework of victim support. Of course, it is important that former victims can develop again hope, 

self-esteem, active problem-solving, initiative, self-efficacy, and build up such “resilience factors” after 

having escaped the trafficking-situation. And that we support victims in this process of recovery. But 

this obviously cannot be done only by changes of behaviour and attitudes of the individual victim, can-

not be done only by interventions which imply that the victim has to change her- or himself, but also 

by interventions that aim at changing the conditions, circumstances and situations, in which a (for-

mer) victim lives. Due to the characteristics of the trafficking situation, interventions aiming at circum-

stances are urgently to be done and a lot of them are needed and we face obstacles for access to full 

rights for victims which need to be removed. But, of course, in working with victims on an everyday 

basis, this has to be completed by interventions addressing the individual as well. The aspect of the 

circumstances and the aspect of the individual need to be combined in adequate ways, both aspects 

interact with each other in favour of the victim and both aspects foster the building up of resilience.  

That’s why a balanced view on resilience, that takes into account both sides, does make sense.   

One thing is clear: Without interventions to change the circumstances for victims of THB, develop-

ment of resilience obviously is much threatened and interventions on the individual level mostly will 

not be sustainable. All forms of discrimination and exclusion must be stopped, and poverty as well as 

economic deprivation must be fought against, individuals must be able to cover their basic needs. 



  

 

 

 

 

 

Necessary support must be accessible on all required levels. Un-

complicated and guaranteed access to legal resident permits, to 

basic rights, social security, education, access to medical and, if 

needed, psychosocial care are essential. These elements pro-

vide a basis so that the individual can develop a future life-per-

spective without violence and exploitation. They are essential 

for the process of recovery and for building up again hope, optimism, initiative, active problem-solv-

ing-strategies and other elements of resilience describes above. And of course, in everyday working 

with victims of THB including taking care in a shelter that provides secure accommodation, we often 

see positive change of individual persons that goes hand in hand with changes of the situation and of 

the circumstances. And we see that for solid and long-term stabilization reliable perspectives for a fu-

ture life in self-determination, without violence and exploitation, are urgently needed.  

 

 

 

 

 


